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One night recently I had a dream. I was teaching a high school class — textbookstuff, reading it, asking questions about it, receiving answers, seeing if the subjectmatter was getting across, going to the board, writing down key words and
phrases. All very predictable. Most of it very humdrum. Then I put down the book, sat on
the edge of the table and asked the class, “Does this stuff really matter? What do you think is
in it for you? Let’s be upfront with each other.” No immediate response. I waited. And then
one by one came their opinions — the beginning of a spirited exchange.
Does this stuff really matter? How much curriculum is guided by that question? At the
end of the class, at the end of the day or week or semester or year how much really matters?
What really matters in the long run?
Fifty years is a sizeable period of time in the life of a school. Long enough to answer the
really matters question. Several articles on the occasion of Neil McNeil High School’s 50th
Anniversary give answers seen from different vantage points: the different decades between
1958 and 2008, the different Principals, the different students, the different expectations,
the different staff members, the different facilities. Above all, perhaps, the different spirit
that pervaded the halls and classrooms. Neil’s story continues to be a vital embodiment of
ongoing Spiritan education.
Exteriorly, the building looks much the same as it did in 1958. It added a third floor after
a few years, it included several portables and an annex for about thirty years. Currently it is
back to the original main building, but with a shine and a sparkle that it formerly lacked. Its
hallways proudly display people and events, in groups or singly, as they recall how it once
was and what it has become. If these hallways could talk …
Not everybody succeeded in Neil. Students left to go elsewhere. Staff moved on through
relocation or retirement. An all male teaching body benefited from the introduction of several
women teachers. Enrolment dropped for a period of time. But now it is on the rise again and
a larger school building is needed. Plans for the future of the school are being drawn up.
What really matters? 
As Neil celebrates its fiftieth anniversary this Pentecost Sunday, a lot will be said about its
school spirit. There were inspired and inspiring teachers, inspired and inspiring classes,
inspired and inspiring students. The mixture resulted in self-discovery, mutual enrichment,
growth, greater insight into oneself and life. Things came together. When the subject
mattered seventy minutes went by all too quickly. Sometimes things fell apart — seventy
minutes can be an eternity in such a classroom. 
But it wasn’t just “stuff” that really mattered. The intermix of adults and teenagers made
all the difference. Popular teachers made life bearable — not those whose requirements
made their course an “easy pass”, but those who brought their material to life and brought
life to their teaching. Spirit-filled teachers passed on the flame of their enthusiasm to eager
teenagers and sparked something in their hearts and minds. Is that the reason why so many
Neil graduates became in their turn teachers? Did their high school years light a spark in
them, resonate within them, to become teachers of others?
Pentecost is a story of the one and the many — one spirit, many tongues, many cultures.
It starts with a group gathered together in an upper room. On them the Spirit of God
descends “like tongues of fire”. Outside many pilgrims from all over the Roman Empire
have gathered for the feast of Pentecost. The group of twelve leave the safety of their room
and go among these strangers. They have a message to proclaim — a message about Jesus,
who had been crucified, but was now alive. They carry his Spirit with them and they find
many eager listeners. 
Over the course of the years their successors carried that spirit with them where Jesus
himself never went: foreign lands, other continents. They became his witnesses, his teachers
to the ends of the earth. Neil McNeil’s 50th celebrates one particular episode in that
ongoing story — convinced that this stuff really matters.
Patrick Fitzpatrick CSSp
Spirited Education
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As I See It
Y oung people today constitute themost difficult mission ‘territory’facing the Church. Effective mission
to them involves a two-stage strategy: first,
understanding and interpreting what is
going on around us; and, second, identify-
ing what we can do about the situation.
A number of the characteristics of post-
modern culture exercise a strong influence
on the mindset, the behaviour and values
of youth. It is worthwhile examining briefly
its main tenets.
The sacred
Something which the architects of
modernity, building on the twin pillars of
reason and science, were unable to predict
has occurred: there is a return to the sa-
cred, to some sort of spirituality that will
give unity to life and answer the deeper
needs of the human person. 
There is a thirst for spirituality, but, un-
fortunately, the institutional church is not
satisfying that thirst. Because of this the
return to spirituality does not necessarily
include a return to church. The spirituality
that appeals to many today is privatized,
self-centred, superficial, new age, vague
and independent of organized religion.
Nevertheless, it is an open door that makes
it easier to take other steps in the evange-
lization of young people.
Priority of the subjective
An important aspect of postmodern
culture is the shift from a collective to a
private ideal. The emphasis is on the sub-
jective, personal problems, feelings, self-
esteem, self-realization, confidence, and
freedom from traumas. Feeling good has a
lot to do with the type of commitments
taken on. Youth focus on the problems of
daily life.
There are clear symptoms of a general-
ized apathy or tiredness between youth and
social organizations. There is disillusion-
ment with politics and the possibility of
changing unjust social structures. There is
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sphere and to search for meaning there.
These young people do not seek to change
society from within, as in the 1960s; they
prefer to live on its margin. While a small
minority of young people are able to over-
come fear and a self-centred attitude, the
great majority retreat into the private
sphere. Organizations that are largely
dependent on volunteers are experiencing
a crisis, as their leadership is not being
renewed by a new generation.
Interior silence 
Many young people have difficulty with
being alone, and so coming into contact
with the deeper self. This is a serious prob-
lem. A healthy solitude is the beginning of
a process of taking control of one’s own life
and building a personality that allows one
to escape from dependence on the opin-
ions of the peer group. This is something
that those who work with youth need to
pay attention to if young people are to have
a personal faith in Jesus Christ and dis-
cover their Christian vocation in life.
Relationships 
Youth have an intense desire to estab-
lish relationships with one another. Their
religious education needs to build on this
need by creating a welcoming atmosphere,
youth communities, and by involving
young people in their own faith education.
Emotions and crisis of values
Emotions have taken over from reason
and science among today’s youth. To the
extent that this tendency integrates other
dimensions of the human person it is a
positive shift. Reason must move over and
allow room for emotions, imagination and
faith. The gospel message must be present-
ed as an answer to all dimensions of the
young person’s life.
Frequently, however, the pendulum
swings to the other extreme with the elimi-
nation of objective norms for deciding
what is right and wrong. “How I feel” has
become the major criterion on what is
right and wrong. Pleasure is frequently
considered an absolute value. The attitude
of many young people in today’s culture is:
“I create my own morality. If it makes me
feel good it is right.” The demands of soli-
darity and justice are frequently not taken
into account. There is no distinction be-
tween what is right and what is wrong,
between good and evil. Everything goes.
There are no objective criteria. Many
young people lack a frame of reference to
give direction to their lives. 
Rejection of the church eliminates a
religious tradition and can lead to a value
system without roots, one that can easily
wither with time. Dostoevsky summed up
this attitude in a famous phrase, “If there is
no God, then everything is permitted.” For
most people values are anchored in reli-
gion. It is important to help young people
make this connection.
Permanent commitment
Commitment expresses a reality that is
not in fashion. To commit oneself to some-
thing for a lifetime is considered impossi-
ble. The tendency is to opt for decisions
that can be reversed and so do not exclude
other possibilities. Life offers youth many
different alternatives. No one choice is seen
as definitive. The mass media offers them a
life-world much larger than their immedi-
ate surroundings. 
The difficulty with permanent commit-
ments shows itself in the failure of many
marriages, the decline in religious vocations
and the difficulty in forming a committed
laity. The conclusion, however, should not
be that commitment is no longer possible,
but that it takes longer to reach that deeper
level where a person longs for permanent
values and for embracing a cause worth
living and dying for. Today’s long road to
conversion and commitment demands
more creativity on the part of those who
work with young people. ■
This article is Part II of George Boran’s three
part series.
Church has to be more than the institution
Youth today are indeed a very difficult mission territory for the church. The article
written by George Boran is an eye-opening look into the world of our youth and a
glimpse into why they disengage when it comes to being a part of the Church.
Our challenge is to begin to develop strategies that will help youth to connect, in
a meaningful way, to God. I am not completely sure how we go about developing
these programs, but as a teacher and Chaplain, within our Catholic school system
I do know we have a “captive audience” and it is a great place to start. 
My concern is that, as George states, “There are clear symptoms of genuine
apathy or tiredness between youth and social organizations.” I recognize that
there is less willingness on the part of many students to get involved because
being involved is too much work. However, when you do motivate the students
and give them a sense of belonging, they are more than willing to participate.
Students so desperately want to belong: they want to belong to a club, to a
facebook group, to an MSN network and to many more social organizations. They
desire to create relationships with one another. 
It is important that we begin to offer them a sense of personal relationship, not
only with friends and family, but with God. They must be given genuine
experiences of relationship with God, Jesus and each other through the Catholic
school community. We are blessed with the opportunity to reach them each and
every day that they are present in our classrooms and our buildings. As a Catholic
educator it is my responsibility to engage and encourage my students to recognize
that they belong not only to the Catholic school community but to the church. We
should include them in developing programs within church and school 
George Boran’s article is a great start as we begin to focus on the gifts of
youth. Many of them experience a spiritual void in their lives and they fill it with
worldly things. Church has to be the place where they connect with Jesus
authentically, as a friend. But Church has to be more than the institution. It has to
be a place where friendships are forged and where youth feel like they belong.
Deborha Gove
Chaplain, Father Henry Carr Catholic Secondary School, Toronto
The gospel message must be 
presented as an answer to all dimensions 
of the young person’s life.
F I D E L I T A S I N A R D U I S
Neil McNeil High School
Celebrates50Years
6 May 2008 / Spiritan
The Founding 
Fathers
F I D E L I T A S   
The personalities of Neil McNeil’s twofounders could not have been more dif-ferent from one another. Yet together they
made a team which left a unique mark on the
school, recognizable to this day. For fifty years
the staff and students of Neil have been standing
on the shoulders of these two giants.
Michael Troy CSSp 
(Principal 1958 – 1965)




I remember vividly my discussion
with Father Garry McCarthy, our
school pastor, in the gymnasium one
evening regarding the reasons why
he chose to become a priest. He told
me that he had originally hoped to
become a physician, but did not feel
he had the marks in school he might
need. Medicine was a career I had
been considering at the time. Given
the tremendous admiration and
respect I had for “Father Mac” I
thought that if medicine was okay for
him, then it must be all right for me.
Fr. John Geary
Why all boys?
The prevailing wisdom in Catholic education of the time
(1958) was that single-sex schools provided a better learning
environment. Many would still hold to that belief.
Who will forget the spirit that filled Ted Reeve arena every
Friday night when our hockey teams gave their all and their sup-
porters shouted themselves hoarse supporting them? 
Who will forget the magnificent spontaneous action when 
all of the $45,000 raised in the chocolate campaign was turned
over by acclamation to our Spiritan missionaries in Biafra for the
alleviation of the famine raging there at the time?
Who will forget Larry Brown, battling cancer at seventeen,
losing a leg to the surgeon’s knife and returning to school for the
last months of his life before finally succumbing just short of his
eighteenth birthday? It was a grace to have known him and to
have shared, even indirectly, in the long Calvary of his illness,
born with courage, good humour and, finally, deep faith.
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“Fr. Mac” came to Toronto a year in advance of opening
day to oversee the construction of a yellow-brick school on a
site at Victoria Park Avenue and Kingston Road. In Ireland
Fr. Troy was hiring staff, gathering educational supplies and
designing the school which was to occupy the building.
Against all odds the new school, named after one of
Toronto’s greatest archbishops, opened its door in Septem-
ber 1958 to four Grade 9s and one Grade 10. No chapel, no
offices, and no auditorium. New students entered a new
school with new teachers from a foreign land.
Michael Troy was an impressive figure of a man full of
mental and physical energy. He had a very sharp intellect
from which emerged brilliant ideas. He was a wonderful
public speaker, extrovert, larger than life, a great com-
municator. He was the founding Principal, “Big Daddy”, the
heart of Neil McNeil. He poured all his vision, his charisms,
and his many gifts into a school which was very much of his
creation.
Garry McCarthy was the perfect complement of Michael
Troy. He was the soul of Neil McNeil, as intense as his
partner was extrovert. He was as meticulously prepared as
his colleague was spontaneous. He was the loyal henchman
who followed the leadership of his friend. Garry was the
Vice Principal whose hands-on involvement in every aspect
of school life ensured that Michael Troy’s ideas, hopes and
dreams were realized. Together they chose the school’s
motto, Fidelitas in Arduis: loyalty and deep attachment when
the going is rough.
Michael looked outward and challenged
the students to think big, to act bravely and
generously, never to give up in the most
trying of times. Garry looked inward,
challenging the students to acquire self-
discipline, honesty, courage and truthful-
ness: “The boys knew that a solid body
check or a manly cross block could be as
effectively given whether the sweaters were
top class quality or not. After all, it’s what 
is inside the sweater that counts.” He set 
an example of all these virtues in his own
daily life.
This unity of apparent opposites made 
a perfect whole. To this day Neil McNeil
reflects the vision and values of its two
founding fathers. ■
I N   A R D U I S
★★★★★ DAN DOOLEY
Dan was the first lay teacher chosen by Fr. Troy in Ireland to teach at the new
Spiritan school in Canada. He arrived in Toronto with the team of Spiritan priests
and briefly lived with them in the school building.
Dan was not only the first lay teacher at Neil, but because of the example of
professionalism he set he was soon appointed Dean of the Lay Staff. He held this
position until he retired in 1988. He was Head of the Mathematics Department for
the same duration.
And what a standard Dan set for all the staff. He dressed like the professional
he was: every hair in place, tie carefully knotted at the Adam’s apple, freshly
starched and carefully ironed shirt, a crease in the trouser legs you could shave
with and a bright shine on the shoes. His behaviour was always measured and
contained. His classroom thoroughly prepared. There was no point either copying
or skipping his homework.
As new teachers joined the staff they soon fell into the Dooley style, not that he
issued orders or drew up rules of deportment, but because his example was so
powerful.
Dan was the staff leader for over three decades and if in later years some
would regard his standards a little Victorian and outmoded, nobody had anything
but the greatest respect for Neil McNeil’s Mr. Chips.
The history of Neil McNeil is a collageof thousands of stories. Here is justone of them.
The school was just two years old when
Fr. Michael Troy employed a young newly-
qualified music teacher with no track
record in teaching. It was an inspired
choice as Russ Stachin was to found and
build one of the great high-school music programs in the city.
The first motley crew who signed up for the program
played on second-hand instruments which had been stored in
the basement of another Catholic High School. The one great
advantage about them was that they were free. The music stu-
dents met for class in an ordinary classroom and the band
practiced in the library, gymnasium or teachers’ room if one
of these happened to be free. A true music room was badly
needed, but the Archdiocese said that it had spent as much
money on Neil as it was ever going to spend.
So I drew up a clever plan. I invited Monsignor Kyte, the
chairman of the Archdiocese Education Committee to my
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Michael Doyle CSSp (Principal 1965 – 1968)
Be Ye Therefore Wise as 
F I D E L I T A S   
Kevin Malcolm (1987)
I remember the day well. The first day of Grade 9 is etched into my memory.
I was petrified.
The enormity of the place struck me and the terrifying rumours built
around a man who supposedly suspended Grade 9s for slight uniform infrac-
tions — Mr. Michael Heron. For years, it seemed that the only time you saw
him was when you were cutting a last period class — wearing jeans.
The uniform, a thing you were terribly conscious of in your first year of
TTC rides home, became a kind of ‘second skin’ after a while, usually worn
in various stages of disarray and with a kind of totemistic sense of pride. 
However, for me, it is the camaraderie established over the years that sets
Neil apart.
The teachers added character to the school and helped mold its personal-
ity. Who could forget Mr. Dooley’s math class? One compulsory credit in his
course should be a pre-requisite to a graduation diploma. Who could forget
Mr. Guerriero’s French lessons or Mr. Brunnock’s puns?
Did I ever regret my decision to come to Neil? Granted, it hasn’t always
been a bed of roses, but overall I think I have the confidence to say, “Never!”
office for a talk and for lunch. The room
next to my office was the Art room and I
told Russ to requisition it for his Grade
Nine music class at noon. And I explained
to him my little plan.
The Monsignor and I were comfortably
sitting down and just about to start lunch
when the bell rang for the start of period
four. I could faintly hear Russ giving in-
structions to the class as I chatted with my
guest. Then suddenly the most awful dis-
cordant cacophony of sound erupted; I can
still hear the horns and the drums.
Monsignor sat up in his chair and said
“What, in the name of God, is that?” 
“Oh, that’s the niners. Pretty good for
beginners, don’t you think,” I replied.
All through our meal the unearthly
noise of discord came through the wall as I
explained to the Monsignor in shouts that
speaking to parents and school board offi-
cials in my office could be difficult at times
because we had no music room.
Within a month surveyors were in look-
ing at the site at the south end of the prop-
erty and the music program soon had a
home worthy of it.
When Fr. FitzGerald was Principal he
introduced a school curriculum and class
schedule to encourage students to choose
music as one of their subjects. The depart-
ment grew to three full-time teachers and
sixteen music classes a day. There were
three school bands playing classical music
as well as Pat Riccio’s Jazz Ensemble.
The standard of music was so high that
the bands were frequently invited to per-
form. They played in the Canadian Em-
bassy in Rome to honour a visit there by
Prime Minister Trudeau. They played at
the Canadian Pavilion in Osaka during
Expo. They marched down O’Connell
Street in Dublin on St. Patrick’s Day. The
students in the Music program were
wonderful ambassadors for the school.
And this is but one tale taken from the
storybook of the life at Neil McNeil. ■
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Serpents 
(Matthew 10:16)
I N   A R D U I S
Paul Coates (1966)
For me, Neil was more than a school. It was my
community. It was the place where I laughed,
struggled, and tried to grow up. I left the
school with a deep sense of belonging, assur-
ance and faith … It helped shape in me impor-
tant ideas about faith, community and justice.
10 May 2008 / Spiritan
Numbers are im-portant in theBible. Seven is
one of these important
numbers. It stands for
completeness, fullness.
My years at Neil McNeil
fall into two groups of
seven — the first group referring to my
years as a classroom teacher (1961 – 1968)
and the second to my time as Principal
(1968 – 1975). Completeness doesn’t mean
that I did everything in either of those peri-
ods and left nothing for anyone else to do;
far from it. However, fullness might mean
that my students had enough of me in the
first seven years and the school enough of
me in the second.
Growing reputation
When I became Principal the school
had come of age. It no longer had to prove
itself among the Catholic High Schools 
of the Metro Toronto area: its academic,
sporting and spiritual credentials were es-
tablished; parents readily sent their sons to
us, boys themselves were eager to come
John Geary CSSp 
(Principal 1968 – 1975)
★★★★★ ROCCO GUERRIERO
A young boy arrived from Italy and within months was dressed in maroon and grey and sitting in a desk in Fr. Bill McGough’s
home room, 9A. Such exotic learning aids as ESL were unheard of in the late sixties. The practice was to dump new arrivals into
the deep end and see whether they would sink or swim.
And young Rocco Guerriero from Monte Leone quickly learned to swim. He took to Neil like a duck to water. It became his
home away from home in Canada. Rocco became the consummate Neiler. Apart from four years at university, Rocco has been a
major part of Neil and Neil a major part of Rocco ever since.
Rocco has officially retired a couple of times and unofficially retired a few other times but if you step into the school building
today, nearly fifty years after Rocco did so for the first time, you are likely to meet him in the hall or staff room or administration
offices or even in a classroom.
In those forty-nine years Rocco has held many roles from Guidance Head to Soccer Coach since he returned to Neil as a
teacher of French in 1968. At that time boys of Italian parentage began arriving in Neil in considerable numbers and Rocco
became their Don. He constantly reminded them that as newcomers to Canada they had to study harder than the native-born, to
have higher standards of behaviour. He guided them, monitored them, introduced Italian classes for them and coached them. 
And they responded in kind.
Today many of our illustrious alumni are proud products of their Italian heritage and Neil McNeil High School.
Old Men 
Forget
F I D E L I T A S   
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here as a result of the school’s growing reputation and the good reports
they were getting from those who had preceded them from their own ele-
mentary schools. We were beginning to have an accommodation problem
— always a welcome problem inasmuch as it is sign that a school must be
doing something right. That was the age of rapid expansion of the
Catholic High School system in Toronto: a huge vote of confidence in that
peculiar hybrid, a school publicly supported in Grades 9 and 10, then pri-
vate in Grades 11-13 when boys or their families had to find the tuition
money we were obliged to charge.
Financial sacrifice in Grades 11-13
I don’t know anyone who regrets the arrival in 1981 of extended fund-
ing to the end of Grade 13 as it then was. But equally, there is no denying
the unique spirit that attached to a school where tough decisions had to be
made each year about remaining in the private sector where it cost real,
significant money to be enrolled. The quality of commitment this required
was something very special and deeply valued by those of us charged with
the responsibility of keeping the school financially viable. To a very limited
extent we were able to help a few outstanding boys whose families could
not afford tuition. But the morale created in the senior grades among
young men who had chosen to continue in a Catholic school which
required financial sacrifice was vibrant, healthy and percolated down to
the youngest boys.
Memorable trips
Unsurprisingly, the things that stand out are the unusual: Band trips,
superbly organized by that tireless musician, Russell Stachiw. Giving the lie
to the notion of the feckless artist, he proposed, orchestrated (so to speak)
and executed with conspicuous success ambitious projects such as the
unforgettable trip to Japan in 1970 to play at the World Exposition in
Osaka. Scarcely less memorable was the previous one to Montréal to Expo
67. I think with fondness of trips to Stratford for the Shakespearean
Festival and to Oka, to the Cistercian monastery, where boys were given a
glimpse into a world scarcely imaginable in our daily life. One still occa-
sionally meets people who went on one or several of such trips and who
remember them as formative, inspiring.
Above all, what I remember with most pleasure from those years is the
friendships formed, many of which endure. These were with both teachers
and boys. A school is the quintessential people place, where young adults
are emerging into the full maturity which will carry them through life. It
was a privilege to be part of that experience, to accompany them and even
to help guide them on that journey. For that I am grateful. ■
I N   A R D U I S
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A bout a foot ofsnow had fallenduring the night
and only two people,
both members of the
staff, had struggled
through the drifts to at-
tend the 7:00 am Mass in
the chapel of Neil McNeil High School.
The celebrant began the service with the
greeting “The Lord be with you.” In reply
he heard “Et cum spiritu tuo” from one
bench, “ And with you too, Nicky” from
the other.
Welcome to Neil McNeil of the mid-70s
to the mid-80s, my term as Principal there.
Vatican II was filtering down and the
school staff fully reflected the bright spec-
trum of rainbow colours which illustrates
the true richness of the Body of Christ.
Quality and diversity of the staff
Among the many memories and impres-
sions I treasure of my years as principal of
Neil McNeil, the quality and diversity of the
staff made possibly the greatest impact. My
predecessors as principal had assembled a
group of idiosyncratic, sometimes eccentric,
people but all had a fervor and zeal to share
their discipleship of Christ with the students
they served. Their impact on me and on the
boys at Neil McNeil was enormous.
John Nix, who responded “Et cum
spiritu tuo”, was head of the Classics de-
partment. He loved the Church, its history,
its theology, its traditions. Although a lay-
man he recited the Divine Office each day.
He spent his vacations living in monaster-
ies, working in their libraries. He brought
groups of students on retreats to the Cister-
cian monastery in Oka. John died at home
in Toronto, surrounded by his wife and
family as Chris Watt, who taught with him
in Neil McNeil, finished saying Mass in his
bedroom, in Latin of course.
The response “And with you too, Nicky”
was given by the school nurse, Sister
Marjorie Kuntz CSJ, who never traveled
without her guitar, its case bedecked with
bright plastic flowers. She exuded the joy of
the good news of Jesus everywhere she
went. She had embraced the teachings of
Vatican II with great enthusiasm. 
The rest of us belonged to a wonderful
rainbow coalition of which John and Mar-
jorie were solid bookends. Bob Giza was a
brilliant Science teacher who introduced
hundreds of students to the wilderness in
the Canadian north. He taught them the
skills needed to survive in the great out-
doors, summer and winter. 
A Ra inbow St a f f
Gerald FitzGerald CSSp (Principal 1975 – 1980)
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The Lake Timagami adventure
His enthusiasm was such that he per-
suaded the contingent of Neil teachers,
who were born in Italy and raised in
Toronto, to venture with him on a winter
outing to Lake Timagami. After a night-
mare journey on snow-packed roads be-
tween six-feet snow banks, they arrived at a
log cabin where the temperature inside was
the same as outside -23° F.
And it was all downhill from there.
There was no espresso available, the vino
had frozen, and the cuisine was basic
camp-food. The next day was spent ice-
fishing with little to show for it except
frozen feet and hands. The Italian contin-
gent returned from the trip traumatized.
Now thirty-five years later, they still
gather with their wives on a Saturday 
in mid-winter to relive that famous ice-
fishing outing of years gone by. And the
stories of the expedition gain with the
passage of every year.
Religion lived
The staff of that era made religion
something to be lived as well as believed.
The same students who marched in the
Rosary Rally also held a candlelight vigil
outside the gates of Litton Industries which
were involved in the manufacture of cruise
missiles. The same students, who gave all of
the proceeds of their chocolate campaign,
over $45,000, to famine relief in Africa,
prayed kneeling at their desks as a school-
mate struggled for life in hospital. The
same students, who cleaned up the debris
in the local ravine, filled Ted Reeve Arena
on Friday nights in support of Neil’s
hockey teams. 
I will never forget the school liturgies.
They were prepared with such great care
and with so much input from so many
talented people that they produced an in-
volvement of the pupils in worship that
calls to mind the Masses Pope John Paul II
celebrated at World Youth Days.
Thanks to the diversity of the calls which
the different staff members had received
from the Holy Spirit, they were able to cre-
ate at Neil McNeil a vibrant, living, wor-
shipping, thinking and serving church. It
was a church I was fortunate to belong to.
It is a church I will always remember. ■
David Nazar SJ (1971)
At Neil McNeil we had the benefit
of liberally educated men whose
sights were turned to the mission
of evangelization across a cultural
divide. The priests and lay teachers
admitted themselves to friendships
with the students from quite an
array of ethnic and economic back-
grounds, despite the yin and yang
of their own cultural adjustments,
allowing for a very real education
to take place — one of the heart
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★★★★★ MICHAEL HERON
How could any alumnus forget the man who for them was always “Mister Heron”? No nickname, no abbreviation. Even the final
farewell handshake at the Grade 13 graduation breakfast was with “Mister Heron”.
Mike joined the staff in the second year of its existence and immediately became totally involved with the staff, the pupils, the
parents and the school activities. Nothing happened without him being a part of it. His varied gifts were called upon at all times.
He had outstanding management skills, boundless energy, wonderful vision, and great leadership qualities. It was no surprise
when he was appointed the first lay Vice Principal of Neil, a position he held until retirement.
Mike’s idea of a school, like that of Fr. Troy and Dan Dooley, was based on the schools in Ireland, their native land. School life
could be fun, but strict discipline, high academic and behavioural standards, service of the community came first.
To come into Grade 9 after the fairly casual atmosphere in elementary school was traumatic. Anyone who had ever had the
bony finger pointed at him with the command “Come here, boy” remembers the sensation to this day. The beady eye, the Adam’s
apple, the grey three-piece suit kept swarms of teenagers focused, on task, and disciplined during the hormonal terrors of Grades
10 and 11.
When the storm was over and the sun began to shine again, it was wonderful to discover how “Mister Heron” had improved
and changed over the past two years. He wasn’t a lion at all; he was more like a pussy cat.
However, nobody dared to get too familiar. He would always be “Mister Heron”.
I N   A R D U I S
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“You are going to Toronto,” theProvincial said. “That’s in Canada,”he added sensing that I might be
geographically challenged.
And so it was that on September 13,
1965 I arrived at Neil McNeil High School,
and a forty-three year old love affair with a
Canadian education institution began.
“Neil boys are we, our title is our glory!” Neil
imprinted me, Neil informed me, and in a
host of different and differing ways Neil
McNeil High School shaped the Catholic
teacher in me. I have often said, sometimes
in jest but more often in earnest, and with
apologies to Shakespeare for this butcher-
ing of The Merchant of Venice, “if you





But back to the beginning. After a rous-
ing welcome to the school by an assembly
of the whole community on September 14,
reality came crashing about my head on
September 15. I had a Homeroom — 10C.
I had never heard of a Homeroom before.
‘Home’ — yes; ‘room’ — yes, but ‘Home-
room’? We didn’t have ‘Homerooms’ in
Ireland. What is a ‘Homeroom’? What do
you do in a ‘Homeroom’? And when you
find yourself standing clueless in one, will
someone please tell me what to do with
these thirty plus maroon clad Canadian
teens!
A fun place to teach
Worse was to come. Peter Fleming, of
blessed memory, was the Vice-Principal.
You remember; he went about his duties
with a two dollar bill sticking out of the top
pocket in his jacket. This was a not so gen-
tle hint to the smokers that two dollars
were the ‘wages of sin’ if apprehended in
flagrante delicto! But I digress. 
My class schedule had two subjects —
Latin in Grade 11A and 12B and Science
for all Grade 9. In a moment of excessive
enthusiasm I had indicated to Pete that my
teaching subjects were Latin, Greek, Irish
and Botany. Vice-Principal Fleming saw
‘Botany.’ He made the unwarranted as-
sumption that I could teach ‘Science’, and
solved his dilemma of not having a Grade 9
Science Teacher. The first half of the course
was all Physics. I do not like Physics.
Physics and I are not on any kind of speak-
ing terms. My teaching of those Grade 9
Science classes gave new meaning to the
concept of being one page ahead of the
kids. And that was on good days!
But thanks to the help and encourage-
ment of Ed Hannah and Fr. FitzGerald, I
survived those early months, and with sur-
vival came the dawning realization that I
liked teaching, and I liked teaching in Neil
F I D E L I T A S   
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McNeil High School. Teaching in a
Catholic School is a unique vocation.
Without sermonizing or proselytizing, you
begin to realize that you can bring that dis-
tinctiveness of the Catholic school to bear
on the lives of young people. The fact that
one could have fun doing so was an added
bonus. And Neil was a fun place to teach.
All one had to do was look at the staff! 
A unique teaching staff
One remembers Gerry Crowe, a great
history teacher, standing on a desk in his
classroom waving a real sabre in his imag-
ined role of some heroic general leading his
troops into some great battle. Or we re-
member the same Gerry Crowe musing in
great perplexity as to how his Volkswagen
had managed to park itself between the two
great maple trees that bordered the football
field. (Footnote: I think it is time for those
six students from Grade 11 to own up to
their mischief!)
All-boys school
McNeil boys are we! A school without
students is just an empty shell. Students are
the life blood of a school. Their indefatiga-
ble energy and enthusiasm vibrate through-
out a school. A school during the long
summer vacation rings hollow, and is
somehow eerily silent.
The Christmas Hooley
An all-boys school can be raucous and
loud. It has an atmosphere and smells all of
its own. But it is unquestionably alive. The
brash and exuberant energy of the Neil boys
found a ready outlet in the plethora
of extra-curricular activities that
filled the school calendar. They
stretched from the wide ranging athlet-
ics program to that most unique Neil Mc-
Neil creation — the Christmas ‘Hooley.’
This Roman circus was the brainchild of the
late Gerry Smialek in which the late Paul
McKerry was once featured as a Monty
Pythonesque Cardinal from the
Spanish Inquisition, and the Phys. Ed.
Department, suitably attired in tou-tous,
performed a pas de deux from The Sleeping
Beauty to the howls of laughter and derision
from an audience high on Gerbil Juice. 
This latter, a Hooley tradition, was the
creation of the Science Department Head,
the same Gerry Smialek, and was a labora-
tory concoction of various fruit juices and
cordial that was quite popular with the
masses, and as far as can be told was inno-
cent of any intoxicants. It might be tempt-
ing to surmise that when one member of
the cast of The Sleeping Beauty, having ex-
ecuted a flying leap, hit the stage floor with
a resounding thud because his erstwhile
catcher, semi-blind without his glasses,
hopelessly failed to see the flying Helmut
Stoekle, the cause of the balletic mishap
was in some manner related to the Gerbil
Juice ingredients. The standing ovation that
followed was notorious for its insincerity.
Angels we have heard on high
But it was Christmas, and that was the
Christmas of the Apparition of the Neil
McNeil Angel. There were those who
dismissed the apparition as a hoax or the
delusion of unsteady minds besotted with
the afore-mentioned Gerbil Juice, but there
were reliable witnesses who were there for
the spectacular event. 
Paul Torrance, the Head of English, had
indicated to his Grade 13 English class a
certain reservation about his belief in the
reality of the Angelic Horde. This quasi-
heretical musing came to the attention of
I N   A R D U I S
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the Religion Department, notably to the
mind of one Ted Schmidt, who felt it was
his bounden Christian duty to counteract
such disbelief. Conspiring with Russ Stachiw
and willing conspirators from the Grade 13
class, a scenario was played out which saw
Ted, robed as an Angel, being lowered by
rope from a classroom window on the sec-
ond floor, to the only window in Paul’s
classroom that had the drapes partially
drawn, while the trumpet section of the
Senior Band playing Angels we have heard on
High in the corridor outside Room 108!
Ancient Canadian customs
And that same brass section of the Senior
Concert Band was part of another story, but
in a different setting and in a far away land.
In 1970 the band was on one of its many
international tours. This time we were in
Osaka, Japan, to play at the World’s Fair.
We were billeted for three days in a rural
hostel several miles from Osaka where our
Japanese hosts were applying the somewhat
rigorous and restrictive rules of the hostel to
warm-blooded Canadian youths who were
on tour. The omens were not auspicious. 
On our second night there, with a call
for the 10:00pm ‘Lights Out’ imminent,
Father Tom Garvey conspired with the
trumpet section, with the rest of the band
members and, I hasten to add, the supervis-
ing staff members, that just as the “Lights
Out” call sounded the trumpets would play
a stirring version of the The Last Post, per-
haps better known as Taps. The “Lights
Out” call sounded. Fr. Garvey dropped his
imaginary conductor’s baton. And as the
clarion notes of The Last Post reverberated
in the stillness of the quiet night air, and 
the rest of us froze to a stiff attention, our
Japanese hosts came racing upstairs to in-
vestigate and quell the cause of this un-
seemly commotion, only to be met with the
awesome phenomenon of the penetrating
Garvey glare. He froze the unfortunate
newcomers with an icy, “Silence! Please to
show respect for ancient Canadian custom.”
A two-way proposition
Neil McNeil is all about community, a
vibrant Catholic school community. It is in
addition a vibrant Spiritan community,
which shares in the same educational phi-
losophy with other Spiritan high schools
around the globe. That philosophy looks to
the education of the whole person intellec-
tually, spiritually, emotionally, physically
and with a significant emphasis on service
to humanity at home and abroad. 
Yes, there were days for many of us,
when any other profession on the face of
the earth seemed more attractive than the
task of opening young minds to the possi-
bilities that lay ahead. But that was a pass-
ing shadow. To teach, one has to love the
student in all that student’s moods and
tenses. The vocation of teaching has long
term implications, and teaching in a
Catholic school has eternal implications. 
It is with great pride that we the teachers
at Neil view the significant contributions
that the students have made to the fabric of
life in Ontario and indeed across Canada
and beyond. Neil McNeil Alumni have
graced many careers and professions. That
so many have followed us into the teaching
profession is both flattering and humbling.
Learning is a two-way proposition. Stu-
dents learn from us, we learn from you. If
the learning in a classroom is not mutual,
then it is an undeveloped learning.
Remembering and forgetting
The human memory has the capacity to
filter out most of the unpleasantness that
life throws our way. We cherish the exciting
and fun situations — Father McGough’s
French verbs; the Student Council Elec-
tions; teams winning championships;
Hockey Night at Ted Reeve Arena; Nick
Nolan’s record-setting relay team at the
Gardens Indoor Track and Field meet; the
Chocolate Bar campaign; Cory Boisselle’s
incredible two points against Del while
lying on his back under the basketball net.
We forget the boring classes, the food in the
cafeteria, the visits to Mr. Heron’s office,
the football practices on those cold, wet Oc-
tober evenings, the assignments that went
in really late, the day your pants ripped!
It is in the nature of every human com-
munity that death should come to all. 
On this 50th anniversary we remember the
students and staff who were taken from us
in an untimely fashion. But we do not
grieve as those who have no hope. Our
Christian hope solidly reminds us that ‘for
your faithful people life has changed not
ended.’ Our dead are still part of us, and we
are part of them.
Grateful hearts
I shall never forget Neil McNeil. It was
my introduction to this wonderful country
and I would not change it. Many of us, stu-
dents and staff, are older now, maybe even
wiser. Our hair which was long, short or
shaven is now grey, thinning or gone. But
we celebrate this Anniversary with grateful
hearts knowing that we spent time together
in this mutual enterprise called Catholic
Education, and in that time affected some
change in each other. And with an apology
and a paraphrase of the W.B. Yeats poem,
Easter 1916, we, the alumni and staff of
Neil McNeil High School proclaim:
Now and in time to be,
Wherever maroon and grey is worn
McNeil boys are we!
Our Title is our Glory! ■
F I D E L I T A S   
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The future belongs to
those who can provide
the coming genera-
tions with reasons for
living and hoping.
Vatican II
Catholic teachers, no one else will ever
be where you are.
No one else will ever have the oppor-
tunity to accompany students in the
search for truth, to foster in them a thirst
for justice and an appreciation of the
goodness of God, to lead them patiently
and lovingly in their journey of faith.
Pope John Paul II
St John’s, Newfoundland
The modern world listens to witnesses
rather than to teachers. And it will only listen




Freedom is not an






A school’s Catholic identity is
not simply a question of the
number of Catholic students.
It is a question of conviction …
Is (our faith) given fervent
expression liturgically, sacramentally, through
prayer, acts of charity, a concern for justice, and
respect for God’s creation? Only in this way do
we really bear witness to the meaning of who
we are and what we uphold.
Pope Benedict XVI
Catholic University of America
April 2008
Becoming human beings is the
main purpose of the whole
process of education.
Pope John Paul II
With St. Augustine let us say:
“We who speak and you
who listen acknowledge
ourselves as fellow disciples
of a single teacher.”
Pope Benedict XVI
Catholic University of America
April 2008
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Ordained Alumni
Bishop John Boissoneau





Fr. Alex Kirsten SJ
Fr. Gerry Legge 
Fr. Peter MacIsaac SJ
Fr. Larry Marcille
Fr. Tom Moore
Fr. David Nazar SJ
Fr. John Newton
Fr. Ted Smith
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E very now and thenI take a few min-utes and delve
into one of the early
yearbooks. Usually what
was meant to be a “few
minutes glance “turns
into a rather long and
thorough look: “How he has changed.” “I
wonder where they are now,” “Did we do
that then?” “Didn’t he look young then!”
The boys of then are now “generous
sized” mature men who have long since
shed the maroon and grey for three-piece
suits, designer jeans or whatever is current
for men in their thirties, forties and fifties.
Over the years the school has been in
existence, many great young men have
graced our halls and classrooms. The ma-
roon and grey, albeit at times worn and
torn, has not disguised the quality and cal-
iber of the people wearing it. At Neil, we
are proud of our Neilers.
We are proud too of our teachers, who
combine to have a great impact on those
they teach. Their personal example, their
Christian witness embody a value system to
which we are publicly committed.
Our secretaries bridge the gap between
the outside world and ourselves while
attending to the myriad administrations
which are part of any school. 
Granted, our buildings, our plant and
our facilities — often battle-worn and
scarred — provoke, at times, comments
both humorous and cynical. But our main-
tenance staff makes them as presentable as
possible.
“A healthy mind in a healthy body” is a
matter of much concern. The healthy body
is well catered for by our cafeteria staff who
tries to satisfy their customers young and
not so young.
Together we touch the lives of our stu-
dents. Truly we can borrow the McLuhan
maxim, “the medium is the message” and
★★★★★ FR. JOSEPH KELLY CSSp
Fr. Joe Kelly will be remembered by more alumni of Neil McNeil than any other former staff member. And without exception,
these memories will be ones of affection and gratitude.
Joe came to Neil as a teacher in the Business Department in 1968. In his thirty-two years on the staff he taught Religion and
Commerce before becoming a full-time Guidance Counsellor and later head of that Department. He was closely associated with
the Parents’ Hockey Association which raised funds and provided support in the areas of management and coaching for the
school’s extensive hockey program.
But it is not for any of these activities that the alumni will remember Joe. They will remember him for being a compassionate
adult to whom any teenager in the throes of adolescent anguish could turn for sympathy and support. Joe’s shoulder was the one
they leaned on when parents “didn’t understand”, teachers were “picking on me,” girlfriends were “breaking my heart” and all
rules and regulations were “oppressive” or “plain stupid.”
Joe held their hands until in Grade 12 and 13 they found that life was good again, even Mr. Heron the Vice-Principal was nice,
their new girlfriend was wonderful, and Neil was a good place to be. And, above all, their parents had finally changed for the
better.
We Look Back, 
We Also Look
Peter Fleming CSSp (Principal 1980 – 1991)
Died May 5, 2006, RIP 
Extracts from his Principal’s messages
F I D E L I T A S   
John Popiel (1985)
During high school I learned about what
was happening in far off lands and the
conflicts that were going on in the third
world and always wondered why there
was injustice in the world. I remember
Fintan Kilbride telling us the story of his
involvement in the Biafra war in the
1960s and specifically his plane crash.
Andrew Cash (1981)
As a school community we asked
ourselves questions about the
world’s inequalities and injustices.
There was nothing dispassionate
about our discussions, whether
about the bomb or the Church’s
work in Central and South America.
As young people we were being
challenged to insert ourselves into
the world in a way that would serve
the creation of the kingdom of God
on earth. This had a considerable
effect on me.
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acknowledge that we are all mediums for the gospel message.
We learn from the past, but we cannot live in it. We build on
the strength generated by our predecessors and continue with
the same determination and commitment which has guided
our school this far. We look back. 
We also look ahead. Where will we stand on the value of
human life? Will there be a part for us to play in that debate? The
environmental issue will become more acute and even critical
for the well-being of future generations. Where will we stand?
Will we have compassion and care for the victims of AIDS,
for the sick and infirm, the handicapped? Where will we be as
part of the global village which is becoming more and more a
global economy? What part will we play in breaking down racial
prejudices?
Let us hope and pray that all of us will continue to meet the
changing challenges of the times. ■
Ahead
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Recalling my yearsat Neil McNeil hasbecome more of a
challenge with the passing
of each retirement year;
however, the odd occa-
sion emerges triggering a
journey into times past. 
One such incident occurred recently on
the opening day of the school year: for
some unknown reason, I happened to be in
familiar territory just north of the school
when I caught a glimpse of three neatly
attired Neilers, known in September to be
‘niners’. Definitely newcomers, for there, a
solid kilometre from the school on this hot
humid afternoon, these boys were still in
full uniform: white shirt, sweater vest and
ties to the collar. No seasoned Neiler, I
thought, would ever have the tie on that far
from school. At any rate, the signature re-
minded me of many an opening day when
large groups of new students, clad in their
new maroon blazer, would gather nervous-
ly outside my office window awaiting the
call to their first school assembly. For years
I witnessed their anxiety yet marveled at
how quickly they became part of the school
community. For most, Neil would become
more than just a place of learning; in some
cases, it would be their home away from
home for at least four years. Such was the
case for me for 24 memorable years.
For three decades, I was proud to be
part of Neil, the first Catholic high school
in Toronto East End, and have many fond
memories of my days there. Throughout
the years, the setting for what I call my
many ‘collectable moments’ varied from
my first floor classroom to a dimly lit
hockey arena in Scarborough; eventually
from my guidance office to the gym and
lastly from the principal’s desk to wherever
students gathered. Each of these venues
provided a true sense of enjoyment; more
often than not, these settings get revisited
when I cross paths with many of the for-
mer students. To this day, what such meet-
ings reveal of those glory days at Neil never
cease to amaze.
While the past seems to fade with each
passing year, one key highlight remains fix-
ated and, surprisingly as it may seem, it
took place far from the corner of Victoria
Park and Kingston Road. On the occasion
of note, I accompanied two former princi-
pals, Fathers FitzGerald and Fleming, on a
journey to Edmonton and there attended a
gala that was to celebrate Father Michael
Troy’s 75th birthday. That night, in the
city’s largest hotel, hundreds of his friends
and admirers gathered in a capacity filled
ballroom to pay tribute to the man who was
Neil’s first principal. Truly it was a night to
remember as numerous speakers recalled
with great respect what the man had meant
to them as well as to the communities in
which he served. As Neil’s current principal
at the time, I had the privilege of bringing
greetings from our staff and students, as
well as presenting to the school’s founder a
plaque acknowledging his valued contribu-
tion to those early years at Neil. To this day,
the honour remains indelibly recorded in
my memory bank.
The evening prior to the main event was
equally special for me as I found myself
seated in residence with a group of Spiri-
tans who had come also from various parts
to join in Father Troy’s celebration. There,
amidst much laughter, and without doubt
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John Rowland
On June 24, 1971
John Rowland died.
He was a simple
man. He believed
that honesty is bet-
ter than dishonesty,
that justice is better
than injustice, that order is better
then disorder, that duty is better
than irresponsibility, that courage is
better than cowardice. John not only
believed in these virtues — he also
lived by these standards. In his mem-
ory, Neil McNeil hosts the annual
John Rowland Memorial Games.
The Spiritan Way
Wayne O’Reilly CSSp (Principal 1991 – 1994)
F I D E L I T A S   
The Teacher Coach
My topic is coaches. Not any coach, but
that special group apart — the teacher
coach. Apart, not by reason of long hours
spent on a soggy field in the November
gloom, or greeting the cold January dawn
in a pre-school practice. Apart not by rea-
son of spoiled dinners or of understanding
but understandably anxious wives, but by
reason of a unique relationship forged in
the maelstrom of the sporting arena, of
happy victory and bitter defeat. 
All good coaches establish relation-
ships with their players. The teacher-
coach takes the relationship to a higher
plain. The teacher-coach sees beyond the
imaginative quarterback or hesitating
defenseman to the brilliant math student
or the slow French learner.
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a little embellishment at times, each priest took his turn recounting his
time spent at Neil. Lots of laughter filled the room that night as many a
good time was documented: nary a complaint surfaced about the lack of 
a residence, the limited funding available back then, or the demanding
teaching schedule each had to carry out. As the night unfolded, the Spiritan
Way of ‘one mind, one heart’ took on new meaning for me and I felt quite
honored to be the person The Holy Ghost Fathers would call on to be their
first lay principal of the school.
In the autumn of ’93 I ventured forth to Pope John Paul Secondary
School leaving behind a host of lasting friendships. As expected, I left with
mixed emotions but did look forward to
the challenge of leading a school of 1550
pupils. I left with a sense of confidence as I
had served as vice principal with three
veterans I admired greatly: Fathers Geary,
FitzGerald and Fleming. What I had
learned working side by side with these
men far exceeded what one would find in
any Principal Handbook: daily I had wit-
nessed a Spiritan vision that stressed not
only the importance of serving and caring
for all student needs, as well as acknowledg-
ing the gifts of each fellow staff member,
but also a vision that raised each student’s
awareness to the needs of others both at
home and in the Third World countries. 
Those Neil days would serve me well
over the next three years in my environs
and in my final four years at Francis Liber-
mann High School, a place rooted in The
Spiritan Way. There I would finish my
career in a school founded by Father Geary,
the same man who hired me for a teaching
position at Neil in the Spring of 1970.
Finally the wheel had come full circle and
with it many cherished moments. ■
★★★★★ AL BAIGENT
In 1981 a new member arrived on staff. Al Baigent was hired by Peter Morris, the
Department Head, as teacher of Physical Education and coach of Track and Field.
Little did Peter know what an impact Al would have on the school, its students
and its athletic program.
Al took over as Department Head and Athletic Director when Peter retired in
1988. He transferred to the Guidance Department in 2001.
During his years on staff, Neil McNeil has established an outstanding record in
the areas of track, field and cross-country. Its name has become synonymous with
excellence in track and field.
From the time of John Rowland through the eras of Vic Cassis, Peter Morris, 
Al and Tony Fiorino, the Physical Education Department has always maintained
high standards. From its first student athletes who attained national standards — 
Ed Hearn and Mike Nash — until the present day, a steady stream of talented,
well-trained athletes has received University scholarships in Canada and the U.S.
Al Baigent keeps the school’s name in the public eye by coordinating the
annual Rowland Games, started thirty five years ago by Vic Cassis in honour of his
predecessor John Rowland. The meet this year on April 26 attracted 1,600 entries.
Held in Etobicoke Stadium, sponsored by Nike, it is the biggest one-day high
school meet in North America. Al is proud that John Rowland’s great grandson
competed in track this year. 
The 1,600 T-shirts, which will be seen at all athletic events this summer and
fall, ensure that John himself is not forgotten.
I N   A R D U I S
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I t was in the spring of1984 that I first en-tered the doors of
Neil McNeil to be inter-
viewed for the new posi-
tion of second Vice
Principal necessitated by
increased enrolment.
Now as I think back on that interview with
Father Fleming, it was more of a casual
chat than a formal set of questions. Father
Peter asked about my family and shared
with me his memories of when he started
at Neil as a very young priest from Ireland.
Then I abruptly asked about John Candy’s
years at Neil because I had read many times
that Candy was quoted as saying how
much of his success was owed to Neil.
John Candy Arts Centre
Years later, after I became Principal of
Neil, the Spiritans moved to a new resi-
dence on the Neil property and the vacated
house became part of the school. The staff
gave their wholehearted support to my
suggestion that the new addition became
known as The John Candy Arts Centre, in
his memory.
Please don’t step on that
The reason I tell this particular story is
that it captures so much of what I believe
we often refer to as the Neil “spirit”. In a
humorous way, I experienced it on my first
day as Principal. For instance, as I walked
out of Father Peter’s former office that day,
I remember feeling drawn to the noisy
clamour of boys playing basketball. As I
approached the gym doors, I heard a grade
nine student from behind say, “Sir, please
don’t step on that.” I looked down and saw
“that” was “sacred” territory… the school
emblem and Fidelitas in Arduis motto
beautifully embedded in the marble floor.
Changing enrolment
When I became Principal in 1994,
school enrolment was much smaller be-
cause of changing demographics. During
those five years as Principal, I witnessed a
staff determined to make Neil a place
where parents would be eager to send their
sons. To this day this is still happening as
Grade Nine enrolment increases every year.
I will take some small credit for this but
quite honestly I think it was the hard work
of the staff that, along with Vice Principal
Gary Donovan, made this turnaround
possible.
At that time, the school was looking
tired and worn and a campaign was begun
to get rid of the Annex and dilapidated
portables, paint the cafeteria and gym and
go begging to the Board for new lockers.
John Candy
Your character is formed here. You don’t understand it at the time, but as
you get older, you realize what a great place this is. My success is rooted in
the values of discipline and respect for others that I was taught at Neil.
A Very 
Special Place
John Gaither (Principal 1994 – 1999)
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Jim Hughes (1963)
I grew up in a Catholic
household, headed by a
grizzled Irish grandfather
who wore his faith on his
sleeve, which in Orange
Toronto was a gutsy
thing to do. My years at
Neil helped expand and
solidify what had ben
taught at home and at
church: trust in God,
watch over the little guy
and never give up.
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The latter request along with many other
improvements was finally dealt with several
years later by the current Principal, John
Shanahan.
In 1999, I decided to take early retire-
ment and in order not to lose my connec-
tion to Neil, I proudly continued to recruit
at several elementary schools and I would
do so today if it weren’t for my involve-
ment as a volunteer with the charity Free
the Children.
How much Neil meant
Just the other day, I was returning home
from the charity office and while standing
on the subway platform I heard a man call
out my name. I turned around and saw a
familiar face — despite the years. I remem-
bered him because he had been in my of-
fice many times because of disciplinary
problems. He shook my hand firmly and
told me that he had graduated from uni-
versity and now worked as an investment
broker. In the minutes we shared, he told
me how much Neil had meant to him and
how his years there were his only true
experience of community despite his
behaviour.
I think that brief encounter exemplifies
why Neil in the past fifty years has been so
important in so many lives … alumni,
today’s students, families, staff and, I am
proud to say, mine. Neil is indeed a very
special place. ■
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Mark Rodas (1996)
Neil McNeil is the best friend a teen can
have. One can be totally lost, or totally
stupid, and still expect the concern and
guidance of this institution. Neil is an edu-
cational body — one that builds on each
person’s individuality.
It’s blind to discrimination and alien-
ation. It’s a family away from home. Neil
gives space to grow. It’s a spring from
which confidence and self-awareness flow.
It’s quite a cultural experience being here.
Everyone is different, yet paradoxically the
same. 
Neil gives you choices. It enables you to
make informed decisions where to take
your life and how to get there.
John Shanahan 
(Principal since 2001)
“… the Holy Ghost
over the bent World
broods with warm
breast and with ah!
bright wings.”
— Gerard Manley Hopkins
The world has changed dramaticallyin fifty years. Each decade has beenlike a century. New technologies and
new ideas have opened the door to new
worlds and new possibilities.
Neil McNeil, too, has changed. Once a
private Catholic Boys’ School operated by
the Spiritans, it is now a publicly funded
Catholic Boy’s school under the jurisdic-
tion of the Toronto Catholic District
School Board. The building has seen many
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★★★★★ TED SCHMIDT 
Ted (Mr. Schmidt always seemed too formal for this man) came to Neil with a
reputation as a basketball coach — and he soon made his mark as coach of Neil’s
senior team. He came with a reputation as a teacher who connected with
students. He came with a burning desire to connect religion and life, religion and
critical thinking. He “fired up” a great many students and staff, he provoked them
to challenge themselves and the society they lived in.
For him the kingdom way of life that Jesus preached was not just the kingdom
of heaven. It gave us a vision of how life should be lived on earth. It called for the
church not to be fixated on itself, but to get its hands dirty in the messy situations
of today.
Ted was a real character for both staff and students. He was outrageous, always
confrontational, challenging, questioning, debunking and scoffing. And he did his
ministry from a deep understanding of the teachings and example of Christ, and
with an original sense of humour.
Those who were comfortable with the way things were felt undermined by
Ted, but those whom he reached were set on fire. How many teachers still keep in
touch with former students thirty years later? Ted meets with groups of alumni
throughout the year for esoteric discussions and the celebration of such
anniversaries as Saul Mazurman’s birthday.
Whatever Ted believed in his heart he proclaimed in his teaching and his
actions. It was said of his recent book Journeys to the Heart of Catholicism: “His
essays prod and disturb, sometimes ruffle feathers and confront, but always bring
insight.” The same could be said of Ted’s high school teaching at Neil. In Room





F I D E L I T A S   
Keith Martin (1979)
I went through the science
stream, but regardless of
what classes you took, the
teachers had an uncanny
ability to challenge your
faith and your character. In
religious studies we were
continually challenged to
bring our faith into the real
world. From the Solidarity
world of Poland to the bat-
tles for justice and peace,
our faith was brought to life
in our Spartan classrooms.
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changes and renovations. The community
is excited by the possibility of a new mod-
ern facility which would permit us to
expand and enhance our programs.
New technologies have changed teach-
ing and learning in all subject areas. Stu-
dents write their compositions on Word
Processors, conduct their research on the
Internet, deliver their presentations on
PowerPoint and use assistive software to
master difficult concepts and support their
learning. New technologies have re-
designed traditional programs and ushered
in new courses in a variety of subject areas.
The faculty is comprised almost entirely
of lay staff, many of whom are recent addi-
tions to the community. Even the uniform
has undergone subtle changes in order to
make it current. Certainly, Neil McNeil has
embraced change and continues to flourish
in the new millennium.
Key ingredients
Paradoxically, however, what distin-
guishes our school, what defines it and
makes it unique, is the unwavering com-
mitment of its community to the unchang-
ing values with which the founding Spiritan
Fathers imbued it: service to others, com-
passion, faith, inclusiveness, resilience,
Christian leadership, academic excellence,
and humility as defined in the Spiritan
philosophy and exemplified in the Gifts of
the Holy Spirit. These values are still the key
ingredients in its mission of transforming
young boys into Catholic leaders.
Today, the Neil McNeil community
continues to celebrate its Catholic tradi-
tions. Liturgical celebrations, the sacrament
of Reconciliation, and spiritual retreats, are
central to the life of the community. Staff
and Spiritans encourage students to recog-
nize Christ in themselves and others. The
Father Troy Award of Excellence challenges
students to strive to be their best in all as-
pects of their lives. Through such programs
as the Father McCarthy Leadership Pro-
gram, the student-led Young Spiritans
Fundraising program for schools and
students in developing countries, various
Student Council initiatives and student
participation in Habitat for Humanity, the
community provides students with oppor-
tunities and experiences which enable
them to discover their leadership talents
and use them in the service of others.
The Greek philosopher, Heraclitus said,
“Change is the only constant.” Undoubt-
edly, Neil McNeil will face still more
change. The challenge will be to preserve its
core values, while embracing this change.
We move forward confident that the Holy
Spirit will guide and enlighten us on the
journey. ■
into Catholic Leaders
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The Young Spiritans is a group ofNeil McNeil students founded upona single idea: Through education,
we as students can help other children
escape the clutches of poverty.
It is all too tempting to let ourselves, or
make ourselves, forget that there is another
world out there in sharp contrast to our
own. My first experience with this dis-
parate world of poverty was in Kenya last
August on a Free the Children school-
building program. For me, the experience
of being able to witness firsthand the power
of education and the hope it brings to the
destitute was far too poignant and power-
ful not to act on.
And so began the Young Spiritans, a
group of Neil McNeil students who com-
mitted ourselves to make a difference in
the lives of other students by tackling the
problems of poverty and lack of education.
Many people, allow themselves to be in-
timidated by the enormity of the problems,
especially students who have always been
told that they have no influence. We decid-
ed that if we don’t act now, then who will
act? And when?
Give children the right to dream
Our group took the attitude that, while
the issues are monumental, no action is in-
significant. As students we can make a dif-
ference in the lives of other students. We
feel that, while we will never meet these
children, they are still children, not
statistics, and need to be given the
right to dream like children any-
where else in the world. We feel
that the greatest gift that we can
give to students facing dire poverty
is the gift of hope — hope for a bet-
ter tomorrow. In a developing
country, one way to bring hope to a
desperate situation is education.
Wanting to give our group a
Neil McNeil twist, and to reflect the
similarities between our goals and
those of the Spiritans, we chose the
name Young Spiritans. With four-
teen student members and two
teacher moderators, we set ourselves the
goal of raising enough money to build at
least one schoolhouse in Kenya, in associa-
tion with Free the Children. Each school-
house costs approximately five thousand
dollars to build and is capable of accom-
modating up to thirty students. As well as
education, schools provide social interac-
tion with other children and a nutritious
lunch program, often the only one they get
on a daily basis.
Raising funds
In order to achieve our goal, we organ-
ised a number of fundraisers in the school
and in the wider community. 
Our first and longest running campaign
is the Brick by Brick program which pro-
vides an opportunity for students, teachers,
parents, alumni and community residents
to buy a “brick” that goes in a display case
on a poster of a school. The brick itself is a
paper card with the name of the donor, an
optional personal message and the
amount donated. We plan to continue
the Brick by Brick initiative for the
whole year, and if the poster can be
filled with bricks, it will be nearly
enough to fund one schoolhouse
on its own. 
We also brought back the 24
Hour Famine, an event that has
traditionally been extremely
popular with the students. It
did not disappoint, and all who participat-
ed enjoyed student designed activities
based around the developing world, and
watched movies based on our theme. It
raised well over a thousand dollars, thanks
in large part to the teachers who gave up
their Friday nights to supervise. 
And of course there was the inaugural
Kiss the Squid fundraiser, where students
used their spare change to vote on which
“lucky” teacher would end up under the
mistletoe with a sea monster at the Hooley.
Needless to say it was an instant classic.
Raising awareness
While raising funds is clearly a critical
goal of our group, we also put a lot of em-
phasis on raising awareness. We feel that by
showing students the inequality that exists
— where some children seem to matter
more than others — we can influence them
towards a life of social action. We visited
every homeroom in the school with a video
showing the situation for children in the
world, and what an impact education can
have in their lives. 
We hope that as Young Spiritans we have
left our mark in some small way on the
world. All it takes to change the world is the
courage to act. With the support necessary
to accomplish our goal, we can bring edu-
cation to the destitute, and leave them with
aspirations to a brighter future. If nothing
else, that alone makes it significant. ■
F I D E L I T A S I N A R D U I S
The Young Spiritans
Julian Dyer, Neil McNeil (2008)
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VICS
Women Weeping with Women
Bob Colburn, CSSp
The silent tears ran down their facesas Zulfan told her story. These tearsmoved my heart as we sat in Zul-
fan’s home, which was an old storage shed
that had been converted into a makeshift
residence. It was here that Zulfan and her
toddler son — a little ball of fire — lived.
Their home was a windowless, cardboard
lined room big enough for a single mattress
on the floor and a small storage cabinet on
three legs to hold their cooking utensils
and bits of food. A line was strung across
the room and an old suitcase held their few
items of clothing.
It was a touching moment as I listened
to the translator share with me the story
that Zulfan was telling Sister Carol, a
Medical Missionary of Mary and medical
doctor. Sister and Gerry Merkx, VICS
volunteer in Addis Ababa, share a house
together and more importantly are a great
support for each other. While Gerry works
in a center for the homeless and the handi-
capped run by the Sisters of Charity of
Calcutta, Sister Carol directs an outreach
program for those who are HIV Positive.
Yes, Zulfan was suffering from this dis-
ease that has become the scourge of Africa
but it was her story and the reaction of the
women there that so deeply touched me.
Zulfan had come to Addis for further edu-
cation and while in the city she was staying
with some of her family members. When
tough times struck the family, Zulfan had
to quit school and the only employment
that she could find was as a domestic in the
home of a wealthy family. Shortly after her
arrival in this home she was raped by one
of the male members of the family and this
forced relationship continued during her
stay there. In time she realized that she was
not only pregnant, but she was also HIV
Positive.
Women weeping with women
It is a story not unknown in Africa and
certainly it is a common theme of impov-
erished and underpowered women around
the world but as I sat there with these
women, I looked around at Sister Carol,
the translator and another social worker
who accompanied us on the visit and I saw
the tears streaming down Zulfan and the
translator’s faces. Truly — I beheld women
weeping with women.
To be in solidarity with the poor and
the suffering and to face situations that are
not solvable are part of the experience of
every VICS volunteer. And yet, was some
relief experienced in the telling and the lis-
tening? Was hope given and a difference
made? I believe a very powerful change
happened in the lives of all of us gathered
in that room with Zulfan and her little boy.
Each volunteer has 
a profound effect
Usually I reflect upon the work of indi-
viduals in the VICS team of volunteers
whom I have met in the field. This letter is
no different, yet it does have a different
spin because on this visit to Ethiopia I was
very touched by how each VICS volunteer
who is serving in the field has a profound
effect upon so many. It is like the ripple
effect of a stone being tossed into the pond.
Gerry’s presence has enabled Sister
Carol to continue her powerful work in the
capital. She is a great gift to Sister Carol, to
her program and those who work in it. In
the same way Maureen Mears and Linda
Dobni who are teaching at St. Luke’s
School of Nursing in Wolisso, about two
hours north of the capital, have touched
the lives of many who are not associated
with the school or the hospital and some
who do not even live in Wolisso —
Ethiopians and foreigners alike.
As it was Holy Week when we gathered
in Zulfan’s small room I was very aware of
Good Friday and Christ crucified. But as
we listened and developed plans to assist
Zulfan and her son with blankets, pow-
dered milk and lentils, as well as transporta-
tion that would allow her to receive the
antiviral drugs which delay the devastation
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Meditation on Space
Modern science now knows
what sages of old have always known:
that, in the body, there is more
space than matter.
Consider
the space between the atoms.
then think of the gaps in things:
thought leaping across the rift
between synapse and dendrite,
the nine bodily orifices
holes      in a human flute,
an invisible breath playing
through the emptiness,
chasms        in communication
when no words seem to bridge the divide.
and for what do I make
space in my life?      Reflection:
the filling of pauses with pondering.
Sleep:      the dreamscape
where images can float
in a vacuum of nonsense and memory.
Walking in nature,
open fields under endless sky, pockets
of forest in the dense and droning city.
Silence:
The pause at the top of breath —
longing for the gasp to escape
and sing out a breathy tone:
exhale      let go       make even more
space
— Katie Marshall Flaherty
